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Mohawk Carpet Corp. Industries of Calhoun, Georgia, is one of the country’s leading
manufacturers and suppliers of floor coverings, including carpet and hard floor coverings.
As with all successful, growing companies, Mohawk Carpet Corp. faces the problem of
transforming large amounts of data into information that can be used by decision-makers
to improve overall efficiency within the organization. With a large sales force and diverse
data-analysis needs, the information has to be timely, customizable, and accurate. These
requirements disqualify the purchase of many “canned” data analysis and reporting
solutions because they cannot meet the demands that Mohawk Carpet Corp. makes on its
data, and report customization is cumbersome, time-consuming, and unnecessarily taxing on
valuable human resources. The solution that Mohawk Carpet Corp. ultimately chose to meet
its data analysis needs was Dimensional Insight’s (DI) DI-Atlantis and DI-WebDiver products.
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